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ABSTRACT

As a country with the fourth largest population in the world prone to tsunami disasters, 
Indonesia needs a reliable, timely early warning system to mitigate the impact of disasters. 
Indonesia cable-based tsunameter (INA-CBT) is an undersea tsunami detection system 
comprising undersea pressure sensors and a shore station connected by underwater fiber 
optics designed to provide early warning to the threatened area. Since this system performs 
a critical role in disaster mitigation, the system must be resilient to link failure and deliver 
timely warning information. This system is still in its early implementation and still on 
a small scale. Network-wise, it uses a proprietary Layer 2 (L2) communication protocol. 
Extending such a network to a larger scale and assessing the system’s performance may 
introduce challenges due to high costs and offer less flexibility. This paper aims to address 
those challenges and presents a scalable simulation framework of the INA-CBT system 
by using L2 open protocols such as spanning tree protocol (STP) and rapid spanning tree 
protocol (RSTP). The framework is conducted in OMNET++ simulator. The experiment 
shows that the downtime duration using STP and RSTP is still below the allowed value. 
RSTP shows a faster failover time than STP, but RSTP downtime duration fluctuates 

compared to a steady one of STP. The 
experiments also demonstrated that the 
variation of downtime is affected by two 
aspects: the number of ocean bottom units 
(OBUs) in the network and the position of 
their blocked port.

Keywords: Failover time, INA-CBT, network 
reliability, OMNET++, spanning tree protocols 
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INTRODUCTION

A reliable and timely early warning system is essential in a nation’s disaster management 
system to mitigate the adverse impacts of natural disasters. Japan, for example, has 
established its national marine science and technology agency, the Japan Agency for 
Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC), to promote ocean research and 
activities to better understand the ocean and earth. JAMSTEC also encourages post-
disaster evaluation and research to manage, reduce, and mitigate disaster risks (Mikada et 
al., 2003). National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is a United States 
agency that deals with global ocean, atmospheric, and climate research and monitoring, 
which especially holds a crucial role during the nation’s disaster season (Domenikiotis et 
al., 2003). Indonesia, a nation that is prone to tsunami hazards due to its unique location’s 
geology characteristics, has developed a national early tsunami warning system called the 
Indonesia Tsunami Early Warning System (INA-TEWS), which was strongly motivated by 
devastative experience after being struck by an unprecedented tsunami in December 2004. 
One major component of INA-TEWS infrastructure is an underwater cable-based tsunami 
detection system, which is referred to as INA-CBT. This system monitors sea conditions 
for possible tsunami occurrence, especially following a strong ocean-epicenter earthquake 
event (Privadi et al., 2021). 

The INA-CBT system architecture is a series of sensors connected by fiber optic 
cables stretched on the seafloor, linking the sensors to the shore landing station (LS). The 
observed sea points have the potential to detect earth cracks based on previous research 
(Widiyantoro et al., 2020). Those sensors are accelerometers, pressure sensors, and thermos 
sensors. They actively monitor and collect underwater conditions data for earthquakes, 
sea levels, and potential tsunamis. These data are sent to LS and then to the data center for 
consolidation and further processing. This results in intense data transfer between sensors 
and servers in the data center.

Incoming and outgoing data traffic across the sensors are only managed at L2 layer 
switching due to the complexity of using various devices. Because each sensor is embedded 
in an OBU with limited space and dimension, the devices must be efficient and have a 
small dimension to avoid overheating from their electronic components.

The switching process must be made fast during normal data transmission events, and 
quick self-recovery must be performed upon failure due to a link loss incident; this might 
change the switching path. According to the tsunami detection algorithm implemented in 
existing INA-CBT systems (Iqbal et al., 2021), the maximum downtime for such application 
is set at most six minutes to prevent failure of the tsunami detection system in detecting 
anomalies or incidents that might have occurred.

INA-CBT infrastructures were deployed in two different locations: Labuan Bajo 
(Purwoadi et al., 2023) and Rokatenda (Iqbal et al., 2021). Both implement ring topologies 
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with a proprietary, single-brand dependency ring protocol. These topologies are still feasible 
for both infrastructures since only a limited number of OBUs were observed, less than three 
units. At this configuration, the distance between the farthest sensor and the LS can still be 
accommodated by using an optical signal, even at the expense of using extra optical fiber 
lines. Exercising the system performance while incorporating proprietary protocol is still 
manageable at this scale. However, design challenges come into play when the network 
size of the system increases. Simple star topology may not be able to facilitate a larger 
number of OBUs, and multi-hop optical links are required. The ring topology must also 
be augmented on a larger scale and have more complex configurations. A proprietary L2 
protocol with more complex configurations may limit design flexibility and compound 
performance assessment efforts. Furthermore, using proprietary L2 protocols may incur 
high implementation costs for larger systems.

A simulation framework is needed to address the issues above and evaluate the 
network performance at a scale. Hamdani et al. (2023) discussed that our study of the 
existing system proved that open protocols, i.e., STP and RSTP, could perform well under 
a stringent downtime requirement. The simulation demonstrated that the system suffered 
from downtime as long as 50 s by using RSTP, while it took only 22 s downtime before 
recovering by using RSTP. These results were far below the six minutes of maximum 
downtime allowed by the INA-CBT tsunami detection algorithm (Iqbal et al., 2021). This 
result also opened an opportunity for STP and RSTP protocol as a potential substitution for 
existing INA-CBT networks (Hamdani et al., 2023), even though they were still operated 
on a simple topology, namely one LS and two OBUs.

The future development of INA-CBT requires more OBUs to reach longer distances 
and better data accuracy from more sensors. The data communication will be even more 
complex, so extensive testing is needed before implementation. Our contribution to this 
paper is to test with a simulator the INA-CBT designs with a single LS and an arbitrary 
number of OBUs. Several simulations were carried out to measure the downtime that may 
occur in every possible incident and to assess whether the downtime is still within the 
timeframe required by the INA-CBT system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Related Work

STP is a link management protocol that creates logical connections between L2 nodes. The 
spanning tree protocol was first proposed in 1985 by Digital Equipment Company (DEC) 
(Perlman, 1985). In 1990, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 
published the first standard for the protocol as IEEE 802.1D based on an algorithm designed 
by Perlman (2000). IEEE 802.1D standard, known as STP, has been widely utilized to 
eliminate traffic loops that might trigger broadcast storms in a network. In 2001, the IEEE 
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improved the STP protocol, namely RSTP, by releasing the IEEE 802.1w standard, followed 
by developing multiple spanning tree protocol (MSTP), entitled the IEEE 802.1s standard. 
RSTP and MSTP are two newer spanning tree protocols, where the improvement is in the 
speed of convergence and the capacity to handle multiple spanning trees with virtual local 
area networks (VLANs), respectively.

All STP models will prevent network loops by blocking one of the ports. The blocking 
port is chosen based on the device’s lowest bridge ID, where the bridge ID is calculated 
from the bridge priority, the system ID extension/VLAN, and the bridge’s MAC address. 
The formula for a bridge ID is in Equations 1 and 2: 

𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(8𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵) = 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(2𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵) + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(6𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵)  [1]

        
            [2]

The device with the lowest bridge ID will be elected as a root bridge, a reference 
point for all interconnected switches in a spanning tree topology. As shown in Figure 1, 
Switch1 (SW1) is elected as a root bridge because its MAC address is the lowest one, and 
bridge priorities are the same with the default value (32768) in all switches. Note that the 
election can be manipulated by setting a lower bridge priority value than the default on 
the desired switch. All ports that forward traffic and not facing the root bridge are denoted 
as designated ports (DP), while the ports that face a root bridge are denoted as root ports 
(RP). Ports that cannot forward traffic are denoted as blocked ports (BP).

A spanning tree can be used for redundancy and loop avoidance in a submarine 
communication system (Premod et al., 2013). Spanning trees can also improve redundancy 
in undersea sonar communication systems. In addition, the failover times of the three 
suggested redundancy approaches, namely STP, RSTP, and link aggregation (LAG), were 
compared, respectively. Similarly, in industrial network redundancy, as demonstrated 

Figure 1. Spanning tree port assignment

by Gunnar’s research, the utilization of 
the RSTP is prevalent, particularly in ring 
topologies (Prytz, 2007). The redundancy 
selection is determined based on the system’s 
needs. For example, if the system serves a 
critical role and needs to be responsive, it 
is necessary to consider protocol with the 
fastest failover.

The application of spanning trees is also 
applied in network planning (Wang et al., 
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2021). It formulated integer linear programming (ILP) to optimize the design of an optical 
network. The ILP method could achieve an optimal design with lower latency without 
network loops. Network design does not always consider Layer 2 communication between 
nodes. It can use Layer 3 instead, but in some cases, it requires Layer 2 communication 
due to data switching speed or the limited environment of the system.  

In the context of improving network resiliency, the study by Marchese and Mongelli 
(2012) revealed that the spanning tree protocol has been the most cost-effective scheme 
among other L2 protocols needed to increase the resiliency of a network against link 
failures, especially in a ring topology. Spanning trees also build a resilient power grid 
topology (Kaiser & Witthaut, 2021). While using the spanning tree algorithm, calculations 
for link failures are conducted to analyze the topological structure to avoid the spread of 
link failures. It is proven that the spanning tree-based algorithm can increase the resilience 
of the network being built.

In general, spanning trees have been widely used to build network resilience because 
they are simple and easy to implement. Moreover, switch devices spanning three features 
are easy to find on the market. In the context of INA-CBT, in addition to network resilience 
among sensors and the LS, one must ensure sensor data reach the read-down station (RDS) 
within acceptable latencies constrained on the allocated bandwidth (Kusuma et al., 2022). 

The STP algorithm is also widely used in advanced networks, such as virtual private 
networks (VPN) and software-defined networks (SDN). The work of Kolarov et al. (2004) 
discussed traffic engineering design for networks that support global open ethernet (GOE) 
architecture (Iwata et al., 2004), which was designed for VPN over optical network 
infrastructure. While the existing extensions of STP, such as RSTP and MSTP, use link 
metrics that are inversely proportional to link capacity, this work took the current link load 
into account and formulated a function to calculate the link cost. This scheme is applied 
in various topologies under different scenarios. Kolarov et al. (2004) observed significant 
improvement in network load balancing by having link cost as a function of the link load.

While STP protocol and its variants are utilized vastly in terrestrial wired and wireless 
networks, their application in underwater wireless networks may be arguably insignificant 
since this type of network in real practice is infrequent and mostly implemented wirelessly. 
This condition is probably due to the harsh water environment and being developed for a 
few specific purposes. Nevertheless, some works studied the application of the protocol 
in underwater networks. 

Zhang et al. (2008) investigated the effectiveness of the spanning tree protocol in 
increasing the performance of underwater 3-D geographic routing in a wireless underwater 
sensor network. They explained that most spanning tree algorithms operate on a centralized 
and top-down approach, which results in poor routing performance for such networks. 
Therefore, they devised a spanning tree algorithm that used a bottom-up fashion with the 
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traffic load in mind called a traffic-aware routing tree. Concerning the context of this paper, 
it is a potential improvement applicable to our CBT network and worth further investigation.

Rather than directly implementing the current spanning tree protocol, Mupparapu et 
al. (2005) took the core idea of the spanning tree algorithm. It developed a novel routing 
scheme for underwater mobile ad hoc networks called AUSNET and COFSNET. This 
algorithm was developed based on dynamic source routing (Johnson & Maltz, 1996). This 
scheme used a spanning tree algorithm to compute the shortest path to the destination to 
reduce overhead in the route discovery process.

Figure 2. INA-CBT topology with a single landing 
station (LS)

Proposed Design and Method

This work proposed a CBT infrastructure 
with a single LS and multiple OBUs (Figure 
2). These OBUs are arranged in series and 
installed on a straight line of sub-marine 
optical fiber. Although the OBUs are 
placed in such a way, they are logically 
connected in a ring fashion, and a spanning 
tree protocol runs on top of this topology. 
The ring topology is fairly efficient when 
operating under limited available transmission media (optical fiber) by long-distance, 
single-ended LS.

As shown in Figure 2, the submarine-grade fiber optic cable extends from the LS 
onshore towards the sea. At a pre-determined distance interval, one or more OBUs are 
installed and linked to the optical fiber, in which the number of OBUs varies depending on 
needs, marked with OBU1, OBU2, and OBUn. The distance is not necessarily to be even. 
Each OBU has sensors to detect sea conditions and predict possible tsunamis, especially 
following sea-originated strong earthquake events.

Typically, a submarine fiber optic connects two communication endpoints separated 
by the sea. However, in a single LS INA-CBT configuration, the cable is only terminated 
at one side of the communication endpoint, the LS. Since LS also provides power to the 
OBUs, the electrical power is supplied from one source at the LS. So, the problem of 
breaking one of the connections is crucial because it can cause a loss of communication 
to a more distant OBU point. 

This paper proposes a ring topology design such that the linkage from LS to OBUs 
forms a loop. This design can increase the robustness of the network in case of connection 
loss at one of the OBUs or fiber optic cores that connect between OBUs.

As depicted in Figure 3, data communication is designed to be connected sequentially 
from LS to OBU1, OBU2, OBU3, and OBUn. Each node represents a switch, which then 
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forms an L2 loop. However, STP will avoid that by blocking one of the interconnection 
ports between two nodes in a ring topology. The blocked port that occurs can be located 
anywhere between two nodes in the network, depending on the position of the root bridge.

LS is the data destination transit center of all connected OBUs; hence, the root bridge 
must be at OBU1, and the active path (AP) will be OBU1 to LS. This condition can be 
done by configuring the OBU1 switch to become the root bridge using the bridge priority 
parameter with the smallest value. So, the blocked port will be among the last OBUs, and 
the OBU, which is at the end of the sequence (after the blocked port), will use a different 
path as an AP. If there is a communication loss on one of the links other than the blocked 
link, OBU will change its data route to the backup path (BP) depending on the location of 
the loss. The last block port will change its state to forward so that it can forward data, and 
the network loop will not happen since one of the links on the network has been broken.

In this work, ten OBUs are used as the maximum number of units and arranged 
in series. This arrangement considers the optical transmission capability for long-haul 
communications. The number of OBUs analyzed in this work starts from three since it 
extends the previous work (Hamdani et al., 2023), which used two OBUs in a series.

Each topology with a different composition of the number of OBU also has different 
characteristics. While the root bridge is set to OBU1 (since it is the nearest OBU with LS), 
the placement of the blocked port depends on the total number of nodes (LS is included 
on the total number of nodes) on the ring topology (odd or even). If the total number of 
nodes is even, it is obvious that the blocked port is in a certain OBU. For example, Figure 
4(a) shows 6 nodes (5 OBUs and 1 LS) with the blocked port in OBU4. From the root 
bridge (OBU1) point of view, it counts the number of links in each tree (left or right) side. 
Then, a particular port that becomes a blocked state depends on the bridge ID calculated 
as Equation 1. If the bridge ID to the left tree is lower than the right one, the blocked port 
will face the right tree (OBU4 facing OBU5).

Figure 3. (a) Ring topology of INA-CBT before spanning tree being formed; and (b) Ring topology of 
INA-CBT after spanning tree has formed

(a) (b)
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If the number of nodes is odd, the blocked port will be between two OBUs, as shown 
in Figure 4(b), since the root bridge will balance all links connected from each tree 
side. Figure 4(b) shows 7 nodes (6 OBUs and 1 LS) where the blocked port is either in 
OBU4 or OBU5. Then, the calculation of bridge ID starts to determine which port will 
be assigned a blocked state. In this example, the port of OBU5 facing OBU4 is elected 
as a blocked port. 

The down simulation is carried out on two links: the closest link between the root bridge 
to LS (down A) and the closest link to the blocked link to LS in the opposite direction (down 
B). This simulation is considered the worst incident that may occur during downtime. For 
example, when the nearest link is broken between the root bridge to the LS, the event being 
explored is when this broken link causes a major impact on the spanning tree topology. 
While the nearest link breaks between the blocked link to the LS in the opposite direction 
from the AP root bridge, the event being explored is the incident that causes an impact on 
any communication and the duration of the downtime.

Downtime measurement is performed on two events: failover and failback. Failover 
is downtime that occurs during down incidents until data traffic returns to normal. On the 
other hand, failback is downtime after the previous down incident has been recovered. It 
is known that the spanning tree checks its topology so that if there is a change, there will 
be downtime consequences under certain conditions. In the simulation, failover occurs at 
100 seconds and failback at 300 seconds.

This simulation also compares using two spanning tree protocols, STP and RSTP. The 
two protocols are commonly used, and it is easy to get hardware devices supporting these 
protocols. Thus, simulation results will be an appropriate reference for real implementation. 
The method used is that each OBU performs a probing ping to the LS every second, with 
different time intervals, to avoid collisions. Downtime observations are made at each OBU 
when failover and failback occur from each down simulation. Furthermore, the downtime 
impact is compared to when the network uses STP or RSTP.

Figure 4. (a) Ring topology with single LS and five OBUs; and (b) Ring topology with single LS and six OBUs

(a) (b)
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Simulation

A simulation is needed to test the availability level based on a scenario where communication 
is lost on one of the links. Simulation can be done using software completely or by building 
a testbed system that represents the system being built (Babu & Kumar, 2022). Both 
simulation techniques have their advantages and disadvantages. For example, a simulation 
using software completely has advantages in the ease of changing parameters and values 
of a component, the scalability for testing various scenarios and designs, and the cost 
to implement. However, the drawback is that the user cannot experience hands-on in 
configuring physical devices. On the contrary, using testbeds offers hands-on experience 
with the real system. The drawbacks of the testbed system are that it is difficult to modify 
parameters and values as desired, the implementation cost is expensive, and its impact 
needs to be more scalable.

This work used Omnet++ 6.0 with the INET 4.4 framework to simulate a full 
software simulation. Omnet++ is a discrete event network simulator commonly used in 
academics because many network component parameters can be set and even developed 
for experimental needs (Varga, 2010). Omnet++ is easy to install on Windows and Linux 
platforms and has a friendly graphical user interface (GUI). The INET4.4 framework is a 
collection of features and functions that can be used in ethernet-based network simulations 
(Steinbach et al., 2011) so that users can easily create scenarios using various available 
protocols, such as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol 
(UDP), even with varied traffic loads. In this simulation, the INET4.4 framework was 
used because it is in accordance with the INA-CBT communication scenarios, where 
each sensor inside the OBU communicates using TCP to LS. The available modules in 
the framework can represent all simulation components and the modules utilized in this 
simulation are shown in Table 1. 

The first step in using the Omnet++ simulator is to build a network topology with 
the NED file, which functions to define all the components used in the simulation and 
create the topology (Figure 5). The next step is creating an INI file that defines simulation 
parameters, such as IP addresses, traffic applications, data transmission time intervals, 
downtime scenarios, and the simulation workflow (Algorithm 1).

Table 1
Modules that are used in the simulation

Module Objective
StandardHost To represent the sensor inside the OBU for sending traffic data
EtherSwitch To represent the switch inside the OBU for creating interconnection
Scenario Manager To define the scenario, i.e., disconnection and re-connection link
L2NetworkConfigurator To create a layer two topology with a spanning tree protocol
Ipv4NetworkConfigurator To configure IPv4 and static routing
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Algorithm 1
INA-CBT Spanning Tree Simulation

1 S_n         switch of n node (for LS or OBUn)
2 H_n       host of n node (for LS or OBUn)
3 con_n   down connection of n (for A and B scenarios)
4 i_n        interval of a ping probe
5 tf           time failure (100 s)
6 tb         time failback (300 s)
7 Input:
8 set topology based on S_n
9 set ip_address on each host
10 set link between S_LS to S_OBU1 to be the main_path
11 set protocol STP or RSTP on switches
12 Process:
13 set bridge_priority S_OBU1 to the lowest value (4096)
14 set bridge_priority S_LS to the second_lowest (8192)
15 Loop
16 probe ping from all H_OBUn to H_LS with i_n
17 If time meet to tf
18 scenario down con_n starts
19 some H_OBU will be down

Figure 5. Simulation topology on Omnet++
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20 wait time to recover the success of sending a ping
21 Else time meet to tb
22 scenario recover con_n starts
23 some H_OBU will be down
24 wait time to recover the success of sending a ping
25 End loop if the spanning tree has been stable
26 Output:
27 Downtime

RESULTS 

A downtime was measured based on the ping probe made by each OBU to LS, and if it 
does not get a reply until a certain time, it is set as a timeout. Furthermore, downtime was 
tested using several criteria: failover and failback scenarios, the use of STP and RSTP, and 
simulated downtime on links A and B. 

Since measurements were taken for each OBU, and several OBUs have the same 
downtime pattern, we summarize the OBU categories into nearest, middle, and farthest. The 
nearest OBU is closest to the down point (link A or link B); for example, down on link A (in 
all topologies), the nearest OBU is OBU1. The farthest is the OBU that is the farthest from 
the down point and the closest to the blocked link from the spanning tree calculation; for 
example, down on link A in a topology with six OBUs, the farthest OBU is OBU5. Meanwhile, 
the middle is a measurable OBU between the nearest and farthest, with the worst downtime 
value among them, regardless of the odd or even number of OBUs involved.

Link Down at A

From the down simulation on link A, failover and failback using STP have the same pattern 
starting from four OBUs. Figures 6 and 7 show that the maximum downtime is 121 s at 
the nearest OBU and middle OBU. Whereas for three OBUs, the downtime on failback 
was 31 s faster than the downtime on failover.

Using RSTP, the downtime for the same scenario (link A down) is shorter than that 
of STP. In the failover simulation, the downtime values fluctuate for the nearest OBU and 
middle OBU (Figure 8), with a higher value for an odd number of OBUs, with a difference 
of 2 s longer between the nearest and middle. At the farthest OBU, the downtime values 
are steady at 16 s. 

Figure 9 shows the failback downtime results of link A down with RSTP. The result 
shows that the nearest OBU’s downtime values are steady at 1 s, the farthest OBU’s 
downtime values surge starting from five OBUs and then steady at 27 s, and the middle 
OBU’s downtime values tend to be linear with an increase in the number of OBUs.
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Link Down at B

The results in the link B down scenario are only the nearest category at STP and RSTP. 
In this scenario, the one affected is only the OBU with an AP on the link, and it does not 
impact the path of the root bridge. As a result, the failover downtime on STP is around the 
90 s longer than on RSTP. The downtime values on RSTP fluctuate, and the ones with the 
odd number of OBUs are relatively longer than those of the even number of OBUs (Figure 
10). In the failback event, the comparison between the nearest STP and RSTP is relatively 
static, with a 90 s gap between them (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Failback downtime of link B down, 
comparing STP and RSTP

Figure 10. Failover downtime of link B down, 
comparing STP and RSTP

DISCUSSION

STP behavior patterns for both downtime scenarios are mostly the same. This condition 
is because STP uses a delay timer to determine changes to the state of the spanning tree 
rather than changing it immediately once the trigger comes. In RSTP, the blocked port 
status can change instantly when the topology change notification (TCN) is obtained from 
the incident point so that data traffic can be streamed immediately. So, RSTP’s downtime 
is always lower than that of STPs.

RSTP has an interesting and different downtime pattern from STP, where its values 
fluctuate with the number of nodes, especially in failover scenarios due to the difference in 
distance from the incident point to nodes that have blocked ports in topologies that have an 
even or odd number of OBUs. When an incident occurs, the affected node will convey TCN 
to all nodes until it reaches the node with a blocked port and turns it into a forward state.

As shown in Figure 8, there is an interesting pattern where RSTP gives different 
downtime on odd and even OBUs. On odd OBUs, it shows higher downtime rather than 
that of even OBUs. It should be noted that the spanning tree configures all nodes inside 
the tree, including LS. The higher downtime in odd OBUs’ situations is due to the farther 
distance needed to send a TC message from the failure point to the blocked port. 
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The reason above has been tested by taking the different positions of the blocked port 
in even OBUs [eight OBUs (Figure 12)]. In the default condition, the spanning tree will 
calculate bridge IDs to place the blocked port on OBU6 facing OBU5 since OBU5 has a 
lower bridge ID (by MAC address). Then, the downtime that occurs during link A failover 
is 22 s. When manually changing the bridge priority value on OBU5 to be higher than the 
default value (32768), the blocked port changes to OBU5 facing OBU6, and the downtime 
that occurs with the same scenario is 27 s. 

Figure 12. (a) Topology while OBU6 has a lower bridge ID as default; and (b) Topology while OBU5 has 
a lower bridge ID as manually configured

(a) (b)

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a further assessment of using STP and RSTP for INA-CBT 
OBU to LS communication segment using simulation. The proposed model is scaled up 
successfully until ten OBUs with a ring topology. The experimental results show that 
the convergence time values in failover and failback scenarios are still below the system 
requirement of INA-CBT. As expected, RSTP shows a faster convergence time than STP, 
but one should be aware of the possible RSTP downtime fluctuations depending on the 
number of OBUs deployed. Further investigation is needed to assess the system’s dynamic 
behavior in scenarios with more complex topologies.
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